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NOTES AND COMMENTS
THE OPTIMAL LEVEL OF EXPERIMENTATION

By Giuseppe Moscarini and Lones Smith1
1 introduction
Consider Wald’s classical (1947) Bayesian formulation of sequential analysis. A
given decision maker () is uncertain about a payoff relevant state of the world, and
before deciding, can buy multiple i.i.d. informative signals at constant marginal cost. The
 should then purchase one at a time, and act when sufﬁciently convinced of one state.
We argue that the experimental schedule accelerates when homo economicus runs the
laboratory in real time. We introduce two standard economic assumptions along these
lines that work at cross purposes, but which jointly make sense as a theory of dynamic
R&D. First, the  is assumed impatient, which encourages classical (nonsequential)
behavior. Second, the cost of information is not only increasing, but strictly convex as well;
this fosters spreading purchases across periods, reinforcing sequential behavior. Here, we
study the variable-size experiment chosen by the  at each time, faced with such a
tradeoff.
This paper has four goals. First, we show how to view the control of variance for
a diffusion with uncertain mean as the continuous time extrapolation of discrete time
experimentation. By adding a convex cost of raising the diffusion precision, our main
modelling contribution is to formulate a simple model of experimentation with explicit
and known costs, independent of beliefs or the state of the world. This contrasts with
existing models with implicit (opportunity) costs, such as bandits.
Second, our main substantive ﬁnding is a robust monotonic character of the experimentation level for any increasing and strictly convex cost function. Two separate static
intuitions suggest that the level peaks when the  has central, unfocused beliefs over
the state. For one, he is then most uncertain about his action choice. Alternatively, the
beneﬁcial posterior belief variance is greatest for middling priors. But consider instead
a dynamic perspective: To minimize the present discounted information costs, an impatient  should delay high-intensity experimentation until the end is in sight. So maximal
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experimentation intuitively should occur near those focused beliefs where the  quits
experimenting and takes an action of high expected value and risk. Notice that as the
value is convex in beliefs, it peaks at extreme beliefs, just like the experimentation level.
Our general ﬁnding is that the optimal experimentation level n grows in the Bellman
value v prior to stopping and acting. This monotonicity of the map v → n is critical to
our analysis, and admits a concrete economic intuition. There are two decisions at each
instant: stop or experiment, and then at what level n. The second choice equates the
marginal costs and beneﬁts of information: c  n = MBn. In our diffusion setting, the
total continuation experimentation beneﬁt T B derives from belief variance and is linear
in the level: MBn = MB and T B = nMB = nc  n. So the  acts like a neoclassical
competitive ﬁrm, producing information at an increasing marginal cost and selling it to
himself at the ﬁxed price c  n. Since postponing the ﬁnal decision entails a discounting
cost, optimal stopping demands that the  equate his producer surplus from experimentation nc  n − cn to the delay cost rv (given the interest rate r). Intuitively, the 
closes down his information ﬁrm (i.e. acts) when he cannot generate proﬁts (producer
surplus) to justify his capital rental (his deferred action). Since this surplus rises in quantity with convex costs, greater experimentation is needed to generate the higher surplus
for a higher value v.
The third goal of the paper is to ﬂesh out the testable implications of the model:
dynamics and comparative statics. Beliefs being a martingale, the experimentation outlays
are a submartingale (positive drift) iff the ﬂow cost of optimal experimentation is a convex
function of beliefs. We show how this occurs for a large class of convex cost functions,
including the geometric ones, cn = nk . We also explore how the level and costs of
experimentation respond to standard parametric shifts. For instance, a more impatient
 here often experiments at a higher level, provided he still experiments.
The fourth goal of the paper concerns the economic content: We interpret a special case
of our analysis as a pure theory of dynamic R&D. For this, we assume ordered states, with
ﬁnal static payoffs strictly increasing as weight is shifted toward the more favorable states.
Here, we show that the value function shares the static payoff monotonicity. Consistent
with the high uncertainty and skewness of patent returns (Scherer (1965)), optimal R&D
outlays rise and fall as contrasting evidence accumulates, before stopping endogenously.
Also, the research level also rises as beliefs shift toward better states, providing support
for a commonly observed phenomenon: Research on a potential uncertain investment
jumps up following a key discovery, or rises with conﬁdence in the outcome.2
In the R&D setting, the assumption of strictly convex information costs within a period
is quite realistic. For one, plausibly not all researchers are equally talented in producing information. More intensive information search then must draw on the efforts of less
capable researchers. Secondly, since contemporaneously produced knowledge is based on
the same current stock, identical or similar discoveries are not rare: Even if research laboratories are created at constant cost, different labs may well expend resources duplicating results. Likewise concurrent Bayesian information tends to be correlated, as it grows
increasingly hard to produce i.i.d. signals. Then note that a constant marginal cost for correlated information intuitively corresponds to an increasing marginal cost of independent
information.
2
A rare empirical study of project-level R&D expenditures in the pharmaceutical industry (DiMasi,
Grabowski, and Vernon (1995)) reveals a pattern consistent with this prediction: the FDA protocol
for pre-approval clinical testing dictates three sequential phases, of growing size. Of course a major
concern is side-effects, well captured by the ‘bandit’ model where experimentation costs depend on
the state. Our model better emphasizes the time-to-market cost, in terms of potentially saved lives.
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Our model may also shed light on the purchase of consulting services. Legal, ﬁnancial,
and medical services may be bought solely to make a more informed one-shot decision—
whether to ﬁle a lawsuit, what portfolio allocation to adopt, which surgical procedure to
undergo. Typically, a consultant’s hourly fee is known ex ante, and rises with his reputation
and prestige, as presumably does the quality of the purchased information.
The experimentation literature has by and large focused on ‘bandit’ models (i.e. broadly
deﬁned), where stage payoffs are also random signals, so that information gathering incurs
an endogenous opportunity cost. We explore an experimentation problem, inspired by the
statistical literature on sequential hypotheses testing, that is different in two key respects:
ﬁrst, information is explicitly costly, since the state-independent information costs are
known and so uninformative; second, there is eventual stopping, so that delay cost drives
all the results. We characterize the optimal sample size given convex costs and discounting.
For this framework, Cressie and Morgan (1993) prove that some variable sample size is
optimal, while pure sequentiality is best with superadditive costs and no discounting.
We apply continuous time mathematical methods that have recently afforded sharp
characterization in ‘bandit’ models. Such work implicitly links the value function to the
experimentation level—namely, the sacriﬁce of current payoffs for information. Bolton
and Harris (1999) (henceforth BH) is the bandit model that is formally closest to our new
framework. In BH, strategic bandit players choose the frequency of playing a risky and
observable Brownian motion arm (high or low drift) rather than a safe arm with certain
drift. By their Lemma 5 and Theorem 8, both the planner’s and each player’s optimal
rate of playing the risky arm is a nondecreasing step function of the value. But playing
the risky arm only constitutes experimentation for low beliefs in the high drift, where the
risky arm is myopically dominated. In fact, as this belief rises from 0 to 1, the reverse
monotonicity ﬁnding holds in BH: The value rises, whereas the payoff sacriﬁce from
taking the risky arm falls, and eventually becomes negative. Next, Keller and Rady (1999)
study a monopoly pricing model with a randomly shifting demand curve. Moving either
direction away from the belief supporting the confounding quantity where the demand
curves cross (their Figure 5), experimentation rises and then falls, whereas the convex
value monotonically rises.
The Research and Development literature has generally modeled R&D as a stochastic
resource allocation exercise: The value of the ﬁnal prize is independent of experimental
evidence, so that the optimal time pattern of R&D outlays is predetermined by features
of the model. For instance, in Kamien and Schwartz (1971), a possibly uncertain distance
from project completion is covered via an ad hoc knowledge technology; in Grossman
and Shapiro (1986), this technology is stochastic, and discounting leads one to postpone
costly R&D, as in our framework. In the Poisson R&D model of patent races (Reinganum (1981)) and growth (Aghion and Howitt (1992)), the discovery process is memoriless; when the Poisson completion rate is uncertain (Malueg and Tsutsui (1997)), beliefs
and expenditures are driven only in one direction by the nonoccurrence of events. Our
approach is closest to Roberts and Weitzman (1981): They too cast R&D as optimally
learning about the value of a project and study an optimal stopping problem, but with an
exogenous experimentation level and continuation cost.
For simplicity and expositional ease, the paper focuses on the two-action, two-state
model, where we prove value-level monotonicity, establish the cost submartingale, and
do sensitivity analysis. Section 5 proves value-level monotonicity in the multiple state
learning model; it also extends the R&D model to this more general context, proving that
experimentation is increasing in beliefs. While many proofs are appendicized, we adopt
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a deliberately informal handling of the continuous time control technicalities; we refer
interested readers to our 1998 working paper (MS98) for proofs.
2 the model
Terminal Payoffs. Until Section 5, we consider a two-action, two-state world. The 
must choose between actions a = A B, paying a in states of the world  = L H . To avoid
trivialities, we assume that no action is weakly dominant, with BH > AH and BL < AL ,
and WLOG that action B does strictly better in state H  BH > BL . The  does not
know the state, but is assumed Bayesian and risk neutral, or that payoffs are in utils. If
the ’s prior belief on H is p, then his expected payoff for action a is afﬁne in p, say
a p ≡ paH + 1 − paL . The  is indifferent between A and B at some belief p̂.
The special case with one safe action captures a stylized R&D model. Action B means
‘building’ a costly new prototype, and action A ‘abandoning’ it. If the  builds, it might
not work: payoffs are h = B 1 > 0 or  = B 0 < 0 in states H L. The  earns
zero regardless if he abandons: A = 0 for  = L H . So p ≡ max 0 hp + 1 − p is
increasing in p, strictly so for all beliefs p > p̂ ≡ −/h − , where the  invests.
More generally, with payoff discounting, if the current expected stopping payoffs are
ever negative, then the  can still ensure himself a zero payoff by never deciding. In
other words, the general payoffs for two states and two actions are max A p B p 0 .
Technicalities here with a zero-ﬂat in the static payoffs are fully captured by the R&D
model, so that we simply assume that p ≡ max A p B p is nonnegative on [0, 1].
Information. Before choosing an action, the  can purchase informative signals of
the state . While variable intensity experimentation is easily understood in discrete time,
it yields an intractable dynamic programming problem for the simplest signal structures.
Our observation process is a controlled diffusion x̄t . Like BH, we parameterize the
state by the drift of x̄t , since this is simplest and corresponds to many applications. We
model experimentation as the pure control of variance of x̄t . For a ﬁxed control, x̄t is
a Brownian motion with constant uncertain drift chosen by Nature,  in state , where
H = −L =  > 0. The  controls its ﬂow variance  2 /nt .3 So x̄t solves the stochastic
differential equation (SDE)
(1)


d x̄t =  dt + √ dWt
nt

in state , where Wt ∼ N 0 t is a Wiener process, with increments Wt − Ws independent
of  (for s < t), and nt > 0 is the experimentation level or intensity. As an extrapolation
of discrete time sampling, this makes sense: Thinking of x̄t as a running sample mean of
observations (sufﬁcient for the unknown mean  ), nt is the number of draws at time t.
Then doubling nt halves the ‘variance’  2 /nt dt of d x̄t , yielding a time-t experiment that
is doubly informative. The control nt depends on the observation and intensity history
x̄s  0 ≤ s ≤ t ∪ ns  0 ≤ s < t , and so is a feedback and not an open loop (time-0) control.
Information Costs. Experimentation intensity level n incurs a ﬂow cost cn ≥ 0. We
assume throughout that the cost function cn is twice differentiable on 0 , as well
as increasing c  > 0 and strictly convex c  > 0 on "0 . It then has a right derivative
c  0 +, given c0 ≥ 0. One might venture that running a lab incurs a daily rent, for any
experimentation level. In this case, there is a positive ﬂow experimentation cost c0 > 0.
3
In BH, the mixing over bandit arms induced a simultaneous linear control over mean and variance
of the payoffs, and thereby a pure control of belief variance, as we ﬁnd below.
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Twice differentiability is merely a simplifying technical simpliﬁcation. While strict cost
convexity is a real assumption, weak convexity alone is WLOG in continuous time. For
one can always rapidly ‘chatter’ between two experimentation levels. We do not delve into
a technical proof of this assertion (due to Paul Milgrom) as it detracts from our focus.
A key function in our analysis is gn ≡ nc  n − cn. While g is strictly increasing
by g  n = nc  n > 0, we must further assume that limn→ gn > r max a a . Clearly, it
sufﬁces that g be unbounded—in other words, that nc  n not be summable.
The Dynamic Maximization. The  is impatient, discounting payoffs at an interest
rate r > 0, and maximizing the expected ﬁnal reward less costs incurred. Assuming constant unit costs and no time preference, Chernoff (1972) solves the problem of estimating
the bivariate drift of a Brownian motion. This is a pure optimal stopping exercise, where
the  quits at a stopping time T , choosing action A for posterior pT = p, and action B
if pT = p̄. Our  must also solve an optimal control exercise, ﬁnding the experimentation time-path nt .
3 the optimal level of experimentation
31 The Recursive Formulation and Solution
We prove in MS98 that the current posterior belief pt is a sufﬁcient statistic for observed
history, and that a Markov control (measurable in p only) sufﬁces. We now state the law
of motion for the belief state variable. Intuitively, the observation process x̄t  nt induces
a diffusion belief process pt . Given a prior p0 , beliefs pt evolve via Bayes rule in
continuous time. Since the  does not know the true drift, he cannot observe the true
noise process Wt that drives the observation process in (1). If $ =  − −/ = 2/
denotes the signal-to-noise ratio factor of x̄t , we may use Theorem 9.1 of Lipster and
Shiryayev (1977) to ﬁnd, just as in BH:
t
√
s
pt = p0 + ps 1 − ps $ ns d W
(2)
0

s ≡ √ns /d x̄s − "ps  + 1 − ps −%ds deﬁnes the observation-adapted
where d W
Wiener innovation process; x̄t is the ex ante unconditional observation process, or ex
post observed path. Beliefs pt are an unconditional martingale, with traps at 0 and 1.
Substituting the ex post observed history x̄t  nt into these formulae reveals how beliefs
t > 0 iff the obserare computed. The  updates beliefs upward in favor of  > 0 d W
vation process rises faster than he expects, i.e. iff d x̄t > "pt  + 1 − pt −%dt.
The  maximizes his expected discounted return less experimentation costs. Let
V p0  be the supremum value with respect to the stopping time T and experimentation
schedule nt . We use the ﬁlter (2) at time t = T to express V as
 T
V p0  = sup Ɛ
(3)
−cnt e−rt dt
T  nt

0

+e

−rT



 p0 +



T
0

 


pt 1 − pt $ nt d Wt p0 
√

Standard for optimal learning, V is convex. That stopping occurs when V coincides with
the piecewise linear payoff function  logically mandates threshold stopping rules:
Lemma 1: Always V p ≥ p, with V p > p iff p ∈ p p̄ for cut-offs 0 ≤ p ≤
p̄ ≤ 1.
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The  selects action A for p ≤ p B for p ≥ p̄, and experiments at level np for
p ∈  = p p̄, the open experimentation domain . Optimization (3) becomes an optimal
control exercise for the schedule np and an optimal stopping problem for boundaries
p p̄.
We now develop equations for the recursive value v. By Lemma 2, v exists and coincides
with the supremum value, or v = V . It can thereafter unambiguously be referred to as
the value. Since beliefs pt are a martingale obeying (2), for any given experimentation
region , the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation for the control problem is
(4)

rvp = sup(−cn + npv p)
n>0

where p ≡ p2 1 − p2 $ 2 /2 measures ‘belief elasticity,’ plus the value matching condition:
(5)

vp = pAH + 1 − pAL 

vp̄ = p̄BH + 1 − p̄BL 

The so-called ‘generalized Stefan’ problem for the optimal stopping problem given the
control policy np is rvp = −cnp + nppv p, plus the value matching (5)
and smooth pasting (6) conditions, that the value v is tangent to the static payoff function
 at p and p̄:
(6)

v p = AH − AL 

v p̄ = BH − BL 

While the above functional problem cannot be solved in closed form, we can still fully
characterize its solution (vp p p̄) without knowing the closed form.
Lemma 2 (Value and Policy Existence/Uniqueness/Veriﬁcation):
(a) There exists a unique solution p p̄ v of (4)–(6), having strictly interior thresholds
0 < p < p̄ < 1, and a strictly convex value v ∈  2 in , so that we have v > 0.
(b) The solution v coincides with the supremum value V of (3).
(c) Let producer surplus gn = nc  n − cn have inverse f ≡ g −1 . Set np = f rvp.
The solution (n· p p̄) of (4)–(6) is the unique optimal control and stopping policy.
(d) The level np is continuous and differentiable in ; it is  1 when cn is  2 .
Proof Sketch: For parts (a) and (b), ﬁx a domain . The FOC for (4) is c  n =
pv p; the SOC is met because −cn + npv p is strictly concave in n. The
solution np <  then uniquely exists, as rvp = −cn + npv p = −cn +
nc  n = gn is solvable in n. Indeed, g is continuous and strictly increasing; also,
g0 = −c0 ≤ 0 ≤ rp ≤ rvp for p ∈ , since  is assumed nonnegative, and
gn > r max 0 1 ≥ rvp for large n, by assumption. Finally, rvp = gnp
implicitly deﬁnes np = f rvp, for the strictly increasing inverse function f ≡ g −1 .
We have just transformed (4)–(6) into the equivalent two-point free boundary value
problem—namely, v p = c  f rvp/p, plus (5) and (6). MS98 proves that a
unique solution exists, so that (4)–(6) is uniquely soluble, and that it has thresholds
0 < p < p̄ < 1 (part a here). Applying the standard value veriﬁcation theorems for optimal control (Theorem 11.2 in Oksendal (1995)) and optimal stopping (Theorem 3.15 in
Shiryayev (1978)), MS98 shows this solution is the supremum value (part (b) here).
For (c), if either p > 0 always or c0 > 0, then the optimal control policy np =
f rvp is bounded away from zero. The ﬁlter SDE (2) is then nondegenerate and the
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stopping time is ﬁnite a.s. The result then follows from the veriﬁcation and uniqueness for
stochastic control Theorems 11.1 and 11.2 in Oksendal (1995). For optimal stopping with
the a.s. ﬁnite horizon T , we apply Theorem 3.3 in Shiryayev (1978). See MS98 for details.
When p = c0 = 0 obtains, and thus np = f 0 = 0, then provided control policy np = f rvp vanishes fast enough at p, the stopping time is inﬁnite with positive
chance (by Feller’s test for explosions; see MS98). Intuitively, the cost of a little experimentation is so small that it is worth keeping the project running forever, as beliefs may
rise to p̄. By standard veriﬁcation theorems (see MS98), stopping near p is +-optimal. In
fact, stopping only at p̄ is optimal. In the event that pt → p, never stopping until p yields
a zero expected discounted payoff at p, given the inﬁnite hitting time. Since p = 0,
the payoff to the limit of the +-optimal policies—namely, only stop at p̄ or p—equals the
limit of the payoffs of these policies, and is therefore optimal.
For part (d), since c  exists, so does g  n = nc  n. So f = g −1 is differentiable, as is
np = f rvp. If c  is continuous, then so is g  , and thus f  and n too.
Q.E.D.
Notice how the marginal beneﬁt of experimentation MB = pv p is constant in n.
It factors into the ex ante variance of posterior beliefs induced by experimentation, i.e.
the belief elasticity, and a payoff conversion factor, the convexity of the value function
v p. So strict cost convexity drives the unique solution. In fact, the above analysis intuitively shows that any convex, possibly piecewise linear, cost function with large enough
surplus would yield a well-deﬁned but discontinuous experimentation policy. With sufﬁciently bounded surplus (e.g., a linear cost function), achieving perfect information over
a vanishing time interval "0 ,% is preferred with discounting.
32 The Optimal Level of Experimentation
One of our main ﬁndings follows from Lemma 2-(c) and (d) and c  > 0.
Proposition 1 (Experimentation is Monotone in the Value): The experimentation
level n = f rv is strictly increasing in vp for p ∈ , and weakly exceeds f 0 ≥ 0, where
f 0 = 0 iff c0 = 0.
Illustrating Proposition 1, any geometric convex cost function cn = n- - > 1 yields
a surplus gn = - − 1n- . So the optimal level 
n = f rv = "rv/- − 1%1/- is increasing
and concave in the return. In particular, np = rvp with quadratic costs cn = n2 .
Since v shares the shape of the static payoff  by convexity, value matching, and smooth
pasting, the experimentation level n = f rv also shares that shape. In particular, we have
Proposition 2.
Proposition 2 (Experimentation versus Beliefs): If static payoffs p are increasing
(resp., decreasing, U-shaped) in p in region , so is the experimentation level np.
For some context, p increases in p in the R&D model, and thus the research level
rises as we approach conﬁdence in the ‘build’ decision (see Figure 1, left panel).
Write vp = p + Ip, where Ip is the expected present value of information.
Think of Ip as the option value of waiting and choosing an action after optimally
experimenting. This option to change one’s plan is least valuable when one is most sure
of an action to take. As noted in the introduction, the option value of information is hillshaped. But the return to experimentation depends also on the terminal payoff p.
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Figure 1.— Value Function and Experimentation Demand. Overusing the vertical axis, we depict
both the static payoff function  (thick dashed line) and dynamic value function v (solid line), strictly
convex in the experimentation domain  = p p̄, and the intensity level n (thin dashed line). The
demand is increasing in v. The R&D model is illustrated on the left, and a more general decision
model (no null action) on the right. The option value of experimentation—the vertical distance
between the static and dynamic values—is maximized at the  kink p̂.

Proposition 3: The information value Ip is single-peaked, maximized at the kink p̂
in .
Proof: By value matching and smooth pasting (5)–(6), v − A rises on p 1%, and
v − B falls on "0 p̄. So v −  is rising until A and B cross, and later falling. Q.E.D.
We note that the minima of the static payoff function  and value function v need
not coincide. Consider the R&D example: An arbitrarily small shift in payoffs can rotate
A p clockwise, leaving p̂ as the strict global minimum of ; however, the unique minimum (by strict convexity) of the value function only moves slightly away from p.
4 testable implications
41 Drift in the Level and Flow Costs of Experimentation
Since the belief process pt is a martingale diffusion, and v is twice differentiable, the
value process vpt  is a strict submartingale (drifts up) in , because v > 0. Likewise,
MS98 shows that the expected remaining time until stopping /p is a hill-shaped function
of beliefs in , so that /  p < 0: Thus, /pt  is a strict supermartingale (drifts down).
By the same reasoning, experimentation levels npt  are a submartingale if np is
convex. But n = f rv may well be concave in rv, as when cn = n2 . Since v is strictly
convex in p ∈  by Proposition 2, the convexity of np = f rvp is then unclear.
Proposition 4 (Experimentation Time Series Properties):
(a) If the surplus gn = nc  n − cn is concave, or nc  n is nonincreasing in n, then
np is strictly convex in p ∈ , and thus the experimentation level npt  is a submartingale.
(b) If nc  n/c  n is nonincreasing in n, then the cost process cnpt  is a submartingale.
Proof: For part (a), the producer surplus g is weakly concave and increasing iff its
inverse f is weakly convex and increasing. By Theorem 5.1 of Rockafellar (1970), the com-
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position f rv of a convex and increasing function f with a strictly convex function rv is
strictly convex. Finally, simply remark that g is concave iff g  n = nc  n is nonincreasing.
For (b), it sufﬁces that cf rv be convex in the return w = rv. Put 1w ≡
cf w = cn, where n ≡ f w. Then f  w = 1/g  f w = 1/nc  n implies 1 w =
c  f wf  w = c  n/nc  n. So 1 is convex iff 1 w is nondecreasing iff nc  n/c  n
is nonincreasing.
Q.E.D.
Proposition 4 only offers sufﬁcient conditions. For instance, the level np may be
strictly convex even if surplus is slightly convex, since the value function is strictly convex.
Observe also that the conditions for costs to drift up are weaker than those for levels
to drift up, since c  n > 0. Geometric cost functions fail the test in part (a) but meet the
test in part (b): Any convex geometric cost function cn ≡ n- with - > 1 yields a convex
and not concave producer surplus, since "nc  n% = -- − 12 n-−2 > 0. But by anology
to CRRA utility functions, this class of functions lies at the knife-edge for part (b), since
nc  n/c  n is constant. One knife-edge cost function for part (a) with linear surplus,
and g  n = nc  n constant, is cn = 1 + n log n for n > 1, and cn = n for n ≤ 1.
42 Sensitivity Analysis
We now explore how changes in payoffs, costs, or the interest rate affect the level of
experimentation. Our main result Proposition 5 is intuited, and proved in the Appendix.
A method of tangents is developed in Appendix A and illustrated in Figure 2 (left
panel) for the R&D model. When payoff  rises, so does the value v, and hence the
intensity level n. As is economically intuitive, the threshold p and p̄ must fall: When the
reward is higher, one is indifferent about adopting or quitting when slightly less optimistic,
so that p̄ or p both shift in the same direction—but up, if h had fallen.
Since the sole reason to pay for information is uncertainty over the state of the world,
a natural thought experiment stems from raising the payoff risk (Figure 2, right panel). In
other words, let h rise and  fall so as to maintain a constant expected payoff B p at the
current belief p. Surely, this ought to raise the value of the dynamic problem, since the
 should prefer a riskier ﬁnal payoff distribution, for the static payoff frontier in the
current stopping set goes up. Then by employing the same intensity level decision and
stopping rule, the  ’s expected payoff increases. By re-optimizing, he does no worse.
Hence the return rv and thus the experimentation level n both rise.

Figure 2.— Payoff Shifts in the R&D Model. At left: When the (unplotted) bad build payoff 
rises, so does the value function, and intensity levels (inside the now left-shifted interval p p̄). At
right: When payoffs grow riskier—the static payoff frontier rotates through current belief p to the
dashed line—the value (and hence intensity) rises, and thresholds shift out.
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A more informative observation process raises the value and hence the experimentation
level. Less convex and weakly lower costs also raise the  ’s value, and similarly the
intensity level. Here, there is also an indirect effect that the surplus function shifts down,
and so a higher intensity n is needed to generate the same surplus. Finally, with a higher
interest rate r, the  is more eager to stop and act, and therefore enjoys a lower
expected payoff: Thresholds shift in. Less obviously, the value often falls proportionately
less than the interest rate r rises, so that the return rv, and thus the intensity level n, rises.
Proposition 5:
(a) Payoff Levels: The value vp and experimentation level np shift up for p ∈ "p p̄%
when any payoff a rises. Thresholds p p̄ rise if AH or BH rises, and fall if AL or BL rises.
(b) Payoff Risk: If payoffs grow riskier (the expected payoff a p remains constant for
an action a at belief p, but the payoff spread aH − aL  increases), then the value vp rises,
the thresholds shift out (p falls and p̄ rises), and the experimentation level np rises.
(c) Cost Convexity: Assume that the cost function grows more convex and initially weakly
higher and steeper—namely, cn is replaced by ĉn, satisfying all our assumptions on the
cost function, and ĉ0 ≥ c0 ĉ  0 ≥ c  0, and ĉ  n ≥ c  n for all n ≥ 0. Then thresholds
shift in, and the value vp and hence intensity level np uniformly fall in .
(d) Information Quality: As the signal-to-noise ratio factor $ rises, the value vp and
the experimentation level np shift up, while the thresholds shift out.
(e) Impatience: As the interest rate r rises, the value vp falls, and thresholds shift out.
Also, the optimal intensity level np rises strictly near one or both thresholds in . In the
R&D model, np declines for all p < p , and rises for all p > p , for some p ∈ p p̄.
This ﬁnal impatience result differs from the standard conclusion of Bayesian learning. More impatient decision makers typically ‘experiment’ less with more myopic actions.
Here, greater impatience raises the  ’s delay cost, and sometimes leads him to acceleration of his experimentation schedule. Proposition 6 asserts one nonstandard result: As r
blows up, the  experiments at an exploding rate—albeit over a vanishing belief interval. Normally, there is never-ending experimentation, but here one eventually stops and
acts.
Our analysis in the paper so far remains valid if the ﬁnal payoff is an annuity—i.e. where
pT  is an eternal ﬂow payoff rather than a one-shot lump-sum, as we have assumed.4
What happens in this case is that the ﬁnal decision is formally very much like the safe
uninformative arm in a bandit model: It provides a constant ﬂow current payoff, and is
therefore exercised when equal to the current value. So with a higher interest rate r, the
annuity is worth less,
 T and the intensity level falls everywhere. Indeed, the Bellman equation
for maximizing Ɛ" 0 −cnt e−rt dt + e−rT pT /r% is still (4). But in terms of the return
w = rv, it becomes wp = max n≥0 (−cn + npw  p/r). Hence, np = f wp, and
w solves w  p = rc  f wp/p. The value matching and smooth pasting conditions
are still wp = p wp̄ = p̄ w  p =   p w  p̄ =   p̄. A higher interest rate
r is then formally equivalent to a lower signal-to-noise ratio factor $; thus, this diminishes
the return wp, and np = f wp, by the logic of Proposition 5.
Finally, we return to the classical benchmark case of Wald. As discounting and cost
convexity vanish, we recover Wald’s sequential optimal policy in our model. As noted,
4
We are grateful to Sven Rady for suggesting this payoff formulation, and explaining its
implications.
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these assumptions cut in opposite ways. Absent payoff discounting, the  sees no hurry
to stack experiments, and reverts to a purely sequential mode (vanishing intensity levels)
barring any ﬁxed ﬂow cost c0 > 0. Without strict cost convexity, the  faces no parallel
experimentation penalty, and converges upon a massive experiment at time-0.
Proposition 6: Assume an everywhere positive ﬁnal payoff p > 0.
(a) Vanishing Impatience: For ﬁxed cn, the intensity level np explodes (where > 0)
as r ↑ , and decreases to f 0 ≥ 0 as r ↓ 0. Thus, np ↓ 0 as r ↓ 0 iff c0 = 0.
(b) Vanishing Convexity: Fix r > 0. Consider a cost function sequence c1 n c2 n 2 2 2 .
Let 3k  4k be the liminf and limsup of ck n, respectively. Then nk p uniformly explodes
(where positive) if limk→ 4k = 0, and uniformly vanishes if limk→ 3k = .
Proof: To see the impatience limits, consider that since vp ≤ max(AH  BH  AL  BL ),
the return rvp vanishes as r → 0. Because g0 = −c0 , so that f −c0  = 0, the optimal
intensity level must satisfy np ≥ f 0 > 0 for all p ∈ , and so np tends down to f 0.
Likewise, since vp ≥ p > 0 for p ∈  rvp and np explode as r → . Q.E.D.
See MS98 for the quick proof of the convexity limit. For a simple example, consider
cn = nk for k > 1; the producer surplus is gn = nc  n − cn = k − 1nk . Its inverse
f n = "n/k − 1%1/k blows up as k ↓ 1, as we converge upon Wald’s case of linear costs.

5 many actions and states of nature
We now allow for ﬁnitely many actions and states of nature. We maintain our assumption that each state i corresponds to a drift i of an observation process like (1). We
generalize Proposition 1 (experimentation is increasing in the value), deducing the same
functional form n = f rv. Then, extending the R&D model with a monotone static payoff function, Proposition 2 (monotonicity in beliefs) is generalized.
51 Experimentation is Monotone in the Value
Assume K ≥ 2 states, ordered by their drifts 1 < · · · < K . Let pt = p1t  2 2 2  pKt  be
 ≡ 1  2 2 2  K .
the vector of time-t posterior beliefs on 
Proposition 7: Independently of payoffs and actions, for all beliefs in the region  of
positive experimentation:
(a) The optimal intensity level is strictly increasing in the value: n = f rv.
(b) If gn = nc  n − cn is concave, then the intensity level npt  is a submartingale.
(c) If nc  n/c  n is nonincreasing in n, then experimentation costs are a submartingale.
Proof: Reﬂecting
drift ¯ i ≡ i /i , and
and Shiryayev (1977)
tpt nt , and the
¯ pt d W
common for all i.

the importance of signal-to-noise ratios, deﬁne the ith normalized
¯ j . Theorem 9.1 in Liptser
the expected such drift ¯ p ≡ K
j=1 pj 
√
implies that posterior chance pit of i solves dpit = pit nt ¯ i −
√


p
p
n
n
t
t
t
t
t
t
Wiener process W
obeys d W
≡  nt /d x̄t − ¯ pt dt,
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The HJB equation of this higher dimensional problem of control and stopping reads:


82 v
n K K


 
 = sup − cn +
¯ i − ¯ pt
¯ j − ¯ pt

p
rvp
2 i=1 j=1
8pi 8pj
n>0
Observe how this reduces to (2) for K = 2. Just as in the proof of Lemma 2, the level
n enters as a linear factor of the quadratic form in p on the right-hand side, and hence
once more yields a FOC c  n = MB. Substituting this into the HJB equation again yields
 = f rvp—for

rv = −cn + nc  n, or our earlier two state case control equation np
 only affect the optimal stopping problem.
any number of actions. Static payoffs p
Finally, for parts (b) and (c), recall that the value process is a submartingale in any
Bayesian learning model. So cn = cf rv is again a submartingale if (but not only if)
the map cf  is convex, exactly as before.
Q.E.D.
For an intuition, note that the continuation value is multiplicatively separable in the
variance of posterior beliefs 2np in our binary model) and the Hessian of the value
function. The variance of posterior beliefs, in turn, is inversely proportional to the variance of the sample mean, and so is linear in n. Hence, the marginal beneﬁt of experimentation is still constant in the level, and the familiar trade-off between cost of waiting
and information producer surplus extends to this more general case, and the equation
n = f rv with it.
A solution to the control/stopping problem via PDE methods is not always feasible, for
two reasons. First, the necessity of smooth pasting conditions in many dimensions (i.e.
 = 9 p)
 deﬁning the stopping manifolds) is still an open problem. Second, the
9 vp
control PDE problem plus value matching (still necessary, by Krylov (1980, p. 279–285))
does not afford an easy characterization of the solution. However, our control ﬁnding cir ≡ f rvp
 into the earlier belief ﬁlter leaves
cumvents these difﬁculties. Replacing np
a pure stopping problem of a process that depends on an unknown function v. Solving
this stopping problem in many dimensions is a standard exercise. The desired supremum
value is the least superharmonic majorant of the static payoff frontier .
52 Experimentation is Monotone in Beliefs
The relationship between values and beliefs is model-speciﬁc. For the multi-dimensional
analogue of the R&D model, the static payoff frontier must be suitably monotone in
beliefs, in a way that can pass through to the value function.
With more states than actions, amalgamate states until each action is optimal in just
one state. With more actions than states, our analysis is complicated by insurance actions,
which we avoid. Suppose there exist K states and K actions, K ≥ 2. Assume that action

aj is best in state j , and the best payoff for each action ajj is increasing in the action
 Say that q strictly dominates p in
 q:
j = 1 2 2 2 2  K. Next, consider two belief vectors p
 if qi pj ≥ qj pi whenever i ≥ j, with at least one strict
the Monotone Ratio (MR),5 or q  p,
inequality. Since beliefs lie in the unit simplex ,K−1 , this implies that for some k , we have
qi ≤ pi for i = 1 2 2 2 2  k , and qi ≥ pi for i = k + 1 2 2 2  K.
 ∈ R K and p ∈ ,K−1 ,
Crucially, MR is preserved under Bayesian updating. For every 3
+
K





deﬁne Bi p 3 ≡ pi 3i / j=1 pj 3j , with corresponding vector Bp 3. This posterior belief
vector updates the prior p after a realization of a signal with likelihood 3i in state i.
5
While clearly conceptually related to the MLRP, we do not use this label, since MLRP applies to
signal distributions, while MR is an ordering on beliefs.
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  B
 for all 3
 ∈ RK .
 q
 p
 3
 3
Lemma 3: Bayes-updating preserves MR  q  p iff B
+

 = <qi /pi , for < ≥ 0 is independent of i qi /pi is weakly
 3/B
 3
Proof: Since Bi q
i p

 is, for all 3̄ ∈ R K , i.e. for all < ≥ 0. Q.E.D.
 3/B
 3
increasing in i if and only if Bi q
i p
+
The main R&D result asserts a dominance ordering on states, with higher better for
expected terminal payoffs, and values. Consequently, in the experimentation domain ,
the optimal experimentation level is likewise ordered. Extending Proposition 2, we have
the following result:

 > q
Proposition 8: Assume that the static payoff frontier  is MR-increasing: p
 Then the value function v and the optimal intensity level n (when positive) are also
if p  q.
 then vp
 and np
 for p
 if p  q,
 > vq,
 > nq
 q ∈ .
MR-increasing in p:
Proof: We use a policy improvement argument. Let n· be the optimal control policy.
The optimal recursively controlled posterior belief starting from the prior q is described
t
sqs nqs  . Consider the following policy starting from
by qit = qi + 0 nqs qis ¯ i − ¯ qs d W
 Follow the control policy =t ≡ nqt  that is optimal for beliefs q̄t , namely, pit =
beliefs p:
t
sps =s ; quit whenever qt hits the stopping set (q ∈ ,K−1  vq
 =
pi + 0 =s pis ¯ i − ¯ ps d W
 For every observed signal path x̄s and associated control process =s on "0 t%,
q).
 x̄s  =s  0 ≤ s ≤ t .
 x̄s  =s  0 ≤ s ≤ t  and qit = Pr = i q
we have pit = Pr = i p
Therefore by Lemma 3, if p  q then pt  qt for any signal path x̄t . By assumption this
implies pT  ≥ qT  for every stopping time T dictated by the qt process. So starting
 for each possible signal path, the  pays the same experimentation costs
from a prior p,

and stops at the same time as with the control-stopping policy that is optimal from q.
Since he obtains a higher terminal reward, the  can do no worse from p than from q

 > vq.
a.s., and thus in expectation. By re-optimizing, he can do strictly better. So, vp
Q.E.D.
Consider a three-state, three-action example, with payoffs in the three states (3, 4, 5),
(2, 5, 8), and (1, 3, 9). Any MR upward shift in beliefs raises the static expected payoff to
the corresponding optimal action; hence, the assumptions of Proposition 8 are met, and
the value v, and thus experimentation level, are both MR-monotone in beliefs too.
6 conclusion
This paper has introduced and explored a continuous time model of sequential experimentation with explicit information purchases. The driving features are impatience and
an increasing and strictly convex cost function of within-period experimentation. These
two assumptions have yielded some robust predictions: Experimentation intensity grows
with a project’s expected payoff. Among falsiﬁable implications, we have established an
upward secular drift in the experimentation level for not too convex cost functions.
Our costly control of variance for a diffusion is also a tractable decision model of
information purchases or R&D. By making simple monotonicity assumptions natural in
an R&D setting, our main result implies that the level is increasing in the posterior
belief. We believe that this can be applied in many settings, such as strategic patent races,
equilibrium R&D models, or principal-agent experimentation models.
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APPENDIX: Proof of Proposition 5
Proof of Proposition 5(a)—Increasing Payoff Levels: Write V p0  = max T n V p0 n T  A 
B , where the maximand V p0 ·—seen on the right-hand side of (3)—is differentiable in a by
inspection: V H p0 · = Ɛ"e−rT p̄pT = p̄ p0  n% PrpT = p̄p0  n > 0. Here the event pT = p̄ that the
B
 eventually chooses action B occurs with chance p0 − p/p̄ − p > 0, for any p0 > p. The other
payoff parametric shifts are similarly positive: Va p0 · > 0 for all p0 > p for a ﬁxed policy n T . If
the  re-optimizes after a change in one of these parameters, the supremum value V cannot fall.
Consider boundary behavior at lower threshold belief p (p̄ being similar), associating pi and
payoff parameters 1 > 0 . The value function V p is continuously differentiable in p, by smooth
pasting (6), and partially differentiable in . Hence, V p0 0  − V p0 1  ≈ V p0 0 0 − 1  is
Q.E.D.
the ﬁrst-order Taylor expansion, as Vp p0 0  = 0. So p0 > p1 .
Proof of Proposition 5(b)—Increasing Riskiness: Rotate the B payoff line counterclockwise
through (current belief, expected payoff), as BL falls and BH rises. Then the value function cuts into
the new  frontier on the right. By Claim 2-b in MS98, p must fall to restore a smoothly-pasted
tangency of vp p and p on the right side. Also, as Claim 3 in MS98 asserts, as p falls, the value
vp p rises, and gets steeper.
Q.E.D.
Claim 1 (A Key Implication): Parameterize models by >1  >2 , where >i = (ci · $i  ri ). Let
(vi  pi  p̄i ) be the corresponding solutions, with ?i p vi p ≡ ci fi ri vi p/i p. If
(7)

v2 ≥ v1 ⇒ ?2 p v2  > ?1 p v1 

independently of p, then p1 < p2  p̄1 > p̄2 , and v1 p > v2 p for all p ∈ "p2  p̄2 %.
Proof: Put ,v ≡ v2 − v1 , and similarly ,v  ,v , all continuous maps p1  p̄1  ∩ p2  p̄2  → R.
Step 1—Ordering Thresholds: We assume p1 ≥ p2 , and obtain a contradiction. By a symmetric
argument p̄1 > p̄2 . First, we show that p1 ≥ p2 implies ,vp1  ≥ 0 ,v p1  ≥ 0 ,v p1  > 0, so that
,v is strictly positive, increasing, and convex at p1 + +, for some small + > 0. The ﬁrst two weak
inequalities follow at once from value matching and smooth pasting of each vi at pi , along with strict
convexity of v2 .
Next, ,v p1  = ?2 p1  v2 p1  − ?1 p1  v1 p1  > 0 by (7), as vi solves the >i problem, and
,vp1  ≥ 0. We claim that ,v attains a global maximum at some p̃ ∈ p1  min p̄1  p̄2 . To see why,
consider the upper thresholds. If p̄1 < p̄2 , then ,v p̄1  < 0 by smooth pasting of v1 at p̄1 and strict
convexity of v2 . Thus, the function ,v, strictly increasing at p1 + + for some + > 0, is strictly decreasing at p̄1 < p̄2 : An interior global maximum p̃ then exists. If instead p̄1 ≥ p̄2 , then ,vp̄2  ≤ 0 by value
matching of each vi at pi ; the function ,v, strictly positive and increasing at p1 + + is nonpositive at
p̄2 ≤ p̄1 —and so has an interior global maximum p̃. In either case, since ,vp1 + + > 0, we deduce
the maximum ,vp̃ > 0. But then ,v p̃ = ?2 p̃ v2 p̃ − ?1 p̃ v1 p̃ > 0 because ,vp̃ > 0, as
just deduced. This violates the second order condition ,v p̃ ≤ 0 for a maximum of ,v at p̃.
Step 2—Ordering Value Functions: Value matching, plus p1 < p2 and p̄1 > p̄2 just proven, jointly
imply ,vp2  < 0 and ,vp̄2  < 0. The claim then obtains near the thresholds. Assume ,vp ≥ 0
at some p ∈ p1  p̄2 . Then ,v must attain a global nonnegative maximum for some p̃ ∈ p2  p̄2 . So
Q.E.D.
,vp̃ ≥ 0 ≥ ,v p̃—contradiction.
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Proof of Proposition 5 (c)—Cost Convexity: Deﬁne @w ≡ c  f w ,cn ≡ ĉn − cn,
and similarly ,c   ,c   ,g ,f  ,@. Convexity of ,c (since ĉ  − c  ≥ 0) and ,c0 = 0 imply ,c  n >
,cn/n for all n > 0. Equivalently, ,gn > 0, and thus ,f w < 0 for all w > 0, and ,f 0 ≤ 0
by continuity. Since @  w = c  f wf  w = 1/f w, we have ,@  w > 0 for all w > 0 and
,@  0 ≥ 0. If we prove that ,@0 ≥ 0, then ,@w > 0 for all w > 0 and then (7) holds, yielding:
ˆ v̂/p ≥ @r v̂/p ≥ @rv/p = ? p v independently of p, and thus
v̂ ≥ v ⇒ ? p v̂ = @r
v > v̂.
Focus on ,@0 ≥ 0. A formal proof is long, but in n c-space, draw the cost function cn and
the ray through the origin tangent to it. The unique tangency point v is where vc  v = cv, i.e.
gv = 0 or v = f 0; the ray has the same slope as the function at the tangency point, namely
c  f 0 = @0. Then draw the cost function ĉn and the tangent ray through the origin, with slope
ˆ
@0:
The ray tangent to ĉn is steeper than that to cn, i.e. ,@0 > 0. Finally, n > n̂, as v > v̂ and
f > fˆ from above.
Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 5 (d)—Information Quality: If $1 > $2 , then 1 · > 2 · and therefore
the premise of Claim 1 holds: ?i · vi · = @rvi ·/i ·, so that @· increasing and 1/1 · <
1/2 · imply (7). Hence the value v falls and triggers shift in. Since f is unchanged, ni p = f rvi p
falls uniformly with vi .
Q.E.D.
Claim 2 (Proof of Proposition 5(e): Impatience): Given interest rates r2 > r1 > 0:
(i) the r2 -thresholds are shifted in, and the r2 -value v is lower at all points in its domain;
(ii) there exists a possibly empty interval "q̄ q%, strictly contained in "p2  p̄2 % ⊂ "p1  p̄1 %, with n2 p ≤
n1 p for all p ∈ "q̄ q%, and n2 p > n1 p otherwise.
Proof of (i): Since r2 > r1 with all else equal, @ increasing implies (7) and Claim 1.

Q.E.D.

Proof of (ii): Let wi p = ri vi p for p ∈ pi  p̄i  i = 1 2. Deﬁne functions ,wp ,w   ,w  
,v ,v , and ,v all with domain "p2  p̄2 %. First, p1 < p2 and p̄1 > p̄2 from (a), smooth pasting, and
strict convexity of v1 imply ,v p2  < 0 < ,v p̄2 . By continuity, ,v is strictly increasing in some
subset I ⊆ "p2  p̄2 %. Hence, ,v p = "@w2 p − @w1 p%/p > 0, and so w2 p > w1 p and
n2 p > n1 p. We show that the complement set, where the folk result n2 ≤ n1 obtains, is a possibly
empty interval.
By deﬁnition of vi the return wi is strictly convex and solves pwi p = ri @wi p such
that wi pi  = ri pi  wi pi  = ri AH − AL  wi p̄i  = ri p̄i  wi p̄i  = ri BH − BL . Thus w2 p2  =
r2 AH − AL  ≤ r1 AH − AL  = w1 p1  < w1 p2 , where the ﬁrst equality is smooth pasting, the weak
inequality follows from r2 > r1 and AH ≤ AL , and the strict inequality from p2 > p1 and w1 > 0.
By a symmetric argument and BH > BL  w2 p̄2  > w1 p̄1 . Therefore the smooth function ,w is
strictly decreasing at p2 and increasing at p̄2 . Since we have shown that ,w is strictly positive in a
nonempty set I ⊆ "p2  p̄2 %, it sufﬁces to show that ,w cannot have a local nonnegative maximum in
p2  p̄2 . By contradiction, suppose that ,wp̃ ≥ 0 = ,w  p̃ ≥ ,w  p̃ for some p̃ ∈ p2  p̄2 . Then
p̃ ∈ p2  p̄2  ⊂ "0 1% implies p̃ > 0; furthermore r2 > r1  @· is increasing and ,wp̃ ≥ 0, so that
the familiar contradiction follows: ,w  p̃ = "p̃%−1 "r2 @w2 p̃ − r1 @w1 p̃% > 0 ≥ ,w  p̃.
Finally, we specialize to the R&D payoff speciﬁcation. Here, v2 p2  = 0, and then ,wp2  =
w2 p2  − w1 p2  = −w1 p2  < 0 by p2 > p1 . Therefore ,w is initially strictly negative and declining;
since it must become strictly positive at some point below p̄2 , and it cannot have a local nonnegative
maximum, it cannot change sign twice; so ,n changes sign exactly once, going from negative to
positive as we raise p. Hence, there is an interior cutoff p ∈ p2  p̄2  such that np declines for all
beliefs p ≤ p , and rises for all p > p .
Q.E.D.
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